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Summary. We present a Borsuk’s theorem published first in [1] (compare also [2,
pages 119–120]). It is slightly generalized, the assumption of the metrizability is omitted.
We introduce concepts needed for the formulation and the proofs of the theorems on upper
semi-continuous decompositions, retracts, strong deformation retract. However, only those
facts that are necessary in the proof have been proved.
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The articles [20], [8], [22], [11], [23], [5], [21], [19], [17], [13], [12], [3], [7], [16], [6], [15], [24],
[10], [9], [14], [4], and [18] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

1. PRELIMINARIES

We use the following convention:e, u, X, Y, X1, X2, Y1, Y2 are sets andA is a subset ofX.
We now state a number of propositions:

(2)1 If e∈ [:X1, Y1 :] ande∈ [:X2, Y2 :], thene∈ [:X1∩X2, Y1∩Y2 :].

(3) (idX)◦A = A.

(4) (idX)−1(A) = A.

(5) For every functionF such thatX ⊆ F−1(X1) holdsF◦X ⊆ X1.

(6) (X 7−→ u)◦X1 ⊆ {u}.

(7) If [:X1, X2 :]⊆ [:Y1, Y2 :] and[:X1, X2 :] 6= /0, thenX1 ⊆Y1 andX2 ⊆Y2.

(9)2 If e⊆ [:X, Y :], then(◦π1(X×Y))(e) = π1(X×Y)◦e.

(10) If e⊆ [:X, Y :], then(◦π2(X×Y))(e) = π2(X×Y)◦e.

(12)3 For every subsetX1 of X and for every subsetY1 of Y such that[:X1, Y1 :] 6= /0 holdsπ1(X×
Y)◦[:X1, Y1 :] = X1 andπ2(X×Y)◦[:X1, Y1 :] = Y1.

(13) For every subsetX1 of X and for every subsetY1 of Y such that[:X1, Y1 :] 6= /0 holds(◦π1(X×
Y))([:X1, Y1 :]) = X1 and(◦π2(X×Y))([:X1, Y1 :]) = Y1.

1 The proposition (1) has been removed.
2 The proposition (8) has been removed.
3 The proposition (11) has been removed.
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(14) LetA be a subset of[:X, Y :] andH be a family of subsets of[:X, Y :]. Suppose that for every
esuch thate∈ H holdse⊆ A and there exists a subsetX1 of X and there exists a subsetY1 of
Y such thate= [:X1, Y1 :]. Then[:

⋃
((◦π1(X×Y))◦H),

⋂
((◦π2(X×Y))◦H) :]⊆ A.

(15) LetA be a subset of[:X, Y :] andH be a family of subsets of[:X, Y :]. Suppose that for every
esuch thate∈ H holdse⊆ A and there exists a subsetX1 of X and there exists a subsetY1 of
Y such thate= [:X1, Y1 :]. Then[:

⋂
((◦π1(X×Y))◦H),

⋃
((◦π2(X×Y))◦H) :]⊆ A.

(16) LetX be a set,Y be a non empty set,f be a function fromX into Y, andH be a family of
subsets ofX. Then

⋃
((◦ f )◦H) = f ◦

⋃
H.

In the sequelX, Y, Z are non empty sets.
The following propositions are true:

(17) For every setX and for every familya of subsets ofX holds
⋃⋃

a =
⋃
{
⋃

A;A ranges over
subsets ofX: A∈ a}.

(18) LetX be a set andD be a family of subsets ofX. Suppose
⋃

D = X. Let A be a subset ofD
andB be a subset ofX. If B =

⋃
A, thenBc ⊆

⋃
(Ac).

(19) LetF be a function fromX into Y andG be a function fromX into Z. Suppose that for all
elementsx, x′ of X such thatF(x) = F(x′) holdsG(x) = G(x′). Then there exists a function
H from Y into Z such thatH ·F = G.

(20) Let givenX, Y, Z, y be an element ofY, F be a function fromX intoY, andG be a function
from Y into Z. ThenF−1({y})⊆ (G·F)−1({G(y)}).

(21) For every functionF from X into Y and for every elementx of X and for every elementz
of Z holds[:F, idZ :](〈〈x, z〉〉) = 〈〈F(x), z〉〉.

(23)4 For every functionF from X into Y and for every subsetA of X and for every subsetB of
Z holds[:F, idZ :]◦[:A, B:] = [:F◦A, B:].

(24) LetF be a function fromX into Y, y be an element ofY, andz be an element ofZ. Then
[:F, idZ :]−1({〈〈y, z〉〉}) = [:F−1({y}), {z} :].

Let B be a non empty set, letA be a set, and letx be an element ofB. ThenA 7−→ x is a function
from A into B.

2. PARTITIONS

The following propositions are true:

(25) For every familyD of subsets ofX and for every subsetA of D holds
⋃

A is a subset ofX.

(26) For every setX and for every partitionD of X and for all subsetsA, B of D holds
⋃

(A∩B) =⋃
A∩

⋃
B.

(27) For every partitionD of X and for every subsetA of D and for every subsetB of X such
thatB =

⋃
A holdsBc =

⋃
(Ac).

(28) For every equivalence relationE of X holds ClassesE is non empty.

Let X be a non empty set. One can check that there exists a partition ofX which is non empty.
Let us considerX and letD be a non empty partition ofX. The projection ontoD yielding a

function fromX into D is defined as follows:

(Def. 1) For every elementp of X holdsp∈ (the projection ontoD)(p).

We now state several propositions:

4 The proposition (22) has been removed.
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(29) LetD be a non empty partition ofX, p be an element ofX, andA be an element ofD. If
p∈ A, thenA = (the projection ontoD)(p).

(30) For every non empty partitionD of X and for every elementp of D holdsp= (the projection
ontoD)−1({p}).

(31) For every non empty partitionD of X and for every subsetA of D holds (the projection
ontoD)−1(A) =

⋃
A.

(32) Let D be a non empty partition ofX andW be an element ofD. Then there exists an
elementW′ of X such that (the projection ontoD)(W′) = W.

(33) LetD be a non empty partition ofX andW be a subset ofX. Suppose that for every subset
B of X such thatB∈D andB meetsW holdsB⊆W. ThenW = (the projection ontoD)−1((the
projection ontoD)◦W).

3. TOPOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES

The following proposition is true

(35)5 For every topological structureX and for every subspaceY of X holds the carrier ofY⊆ the
carrier ofX.

Let X, Y be non empty topological spaces and letF be a map fromX intoY. Let us observe that
F is continuous if and only if:

(Def. 2) For every pointW of X and for every neighbourhoodG of F(W) there exists a neighbour-
hoodH of W such thatF◦H ⊆G.

Let X be a 1-sorted structure, letY be a non empty 1-sorted structure, and lety be an element of
Y. The functorX 7−→ y yielding a map fromX into Y is defined by:

(Def. 3) X 7−→ y = (the carrier ofX) 7−→ y.

In the sequelX, Y are non empty topological spaces.
The following proposition is true

(36) For every pointy of Y holdsX 7−→ y is continuous.

Let S, T be non empty topological spaces. One can verify that there exists a map fromS into T
which is continuous.

Let X, Y, Z be non empty topological spaces, letF be a continuous map fromX into Y, and let
G be a continuous map fromY into Z. ThenG·F is a continuous map fromX into Z.

Next we state two propositions:

(37) For every continuous mapA from X intoY and for every subsetG of Y holdsA−1(IntG)⊆
Int(A−1(G)).

(38) LetW be a point ofY, A be a continuous map fromX intoY, andG be a neighbourhood of
W. ThenA−1(G) is a neighbourhood ofA−1({W}).

Let X, Y be non empty topological spaces, letW be a point ofY, let A be a continuous map from
X into Y, and letG be a neighbourhood ofW. ThenA−1(G) is a neighbourhood ofA−1({W}).

We now state three propositions:

(39) LetX be a non empty topological space,A, B be subsets ofX, andU1 be a neighbourhood
of B. If A⊆ B, thenU1 is a neighbourhood ofA.

(41)6 For every non empty topological spaceX and for every pointx of X holds{x} is compact.

(42) LetX be a topological structure,Y be a subspace ofX, A be a subset ofX, andB be a subset
of Y. If A = B, thenA is compact iffB is compact.

5 The proposition (34) has been removed.
6 The proposition (40) has been removed.
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4. CARTESIAN PRODUCT OFTOPOLOGICAL SPACES

Let X, Y be topological spaces. The functor[:X, Y :] yielding a strict topological space is defined by
the conditions (Def. 5).

(Def. 5)7(i) The carrier of[:X, Y :] = [: the carrier ofX, the carrier ofY :], and

(ii) the topology of[:X, Y :] = {
⋃

A;A ranges over families of subsets of[:X, Y :]: A⊆ {[:X1,
Y1 :];X1 ranges over subsets ofX, Y1 ranges over subsets ofY: X1 ∈ the topology ofX ∧ Y1 ∈
the topology ofY}}.

Let X, Y be non empty topological spaces. Note that[:X, Y :] is non empty.
Next we state the proposition

(45)8 Let X, Y be topological spaces andB be a subset of[:X, Y :]. ThenB is open if and only if
there exists a familyA of subsets of[:X, Y :] such thatB =

⋃
A and for everyesuch thate∈ A

there exists a subsetX1 of X and there exists a subsetY1 of Y such thate= [:X1, Y1 :] andX1 is
open andY1 is open.

Let X, Y be topological spaces, letA be a subset ofX, and letB be a subset ofY. Then[:A, B:]
is a subset of[:X, Y :].

Let X, Y be non empty topological spaces, letx be a point ofX, and lety be a point ofY. Then
〈〈x, y〉〉 is a point of[:X, Y :].

One can prove the following four propositions:

(46) LetX, Y be topological spaces,V be a subset ofX, andW be a subset ofY. If V is open
andW is open, then[:V, W :] is open.

(47) For all topological spacesX, Y and for every subsetV of X and for every subsetW of Y
holds Int[:V, W :] = [: IntV, IntW :].

(48) Letx be a point ofX, y be a point ofY, V be a neighbourhood ofx, andW be a neighbour-
hood ofy. Then[:V, W :] is a neighbourhood of〈〈x, y〉〉.

(49) Let A be a subset ofX, B be a subset ofY, V be a neighbourhood ofA, andW be a
neighbourhood ofB. Then[:V, W :] is a neighbourhood of[:A, B:].

Let X, Y be non empty topological spaces, letx be a point ofX, let y be a point ofY, letV be a
neighbourhood ofx, and letW be a neighbourhood ofy. Then[:V, W :] is a neighbourhood of〈〈x, y〉〉.

One can prove the following proposition

(50) For every pointX3 of [:X, Y :] there exists a pointW of X and there exists a pointT of Y
such thatX3 = 〈〈W, T〉〉.

Let X, Y be non empty topological spaces, letA be a subset ofX, let t be a point ofY, letV be
a neighbourhood ofA, and letW be a neighbourhood oft. Then[:V, W :] is a neighbourhood of[:A,
{t} :].

Let X, Y be topological spaces and letA be a subset of[:X, Y :]. The functor BaseAppr(A) yields
a family of subsets of[:X, Y :] and is defined as follows:

(Def. 6) BaseAppr(A) = {[:X1, Y1 :];X1 ranges over subsets ofX, Y1 ranges over subsets ofY: [:X1,
Y1 :]⊆ A ∧ X1is open∧Y1is open}.

One can prove the following propositions:

(51) For all topological spacesX, Y and for every subsetA of [:X, Y :] holds BaseAppr(A) is
open.

7 The definition (Def. 4) has been removed.
8 The propositions (43) and (44) have been removed.
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(52) For all topological spacesX, Y and for all subsetsA, B of [:X, Y :] such thatA⊆ B holds
BaseAppr(A)⊆ BaseAppr(B).

(53) For all topological spacesX,Y and for every subsetA of [:X, Y :] holds
⋃

BaseAppr(A)⊆A.

(54) For all topological spacesX, Y and for every subsetA of [:X, Y :] such thatA is open holds
A =

⋃
BaseAppr(A).

(55) For all topological spacesX, Y and for every subsetA of [:X, Y :] holds IntA =⋃
BaseAppr(A).

Let X, Y be non empty topological spaces. The functorπ1(X,Y) yielding a function from
2the carrier of[:X,Y :] into 2the carrier ofX is defined by:

(Def. 7) π1(X,Y) = ◦π1((the carrier ofX)× the carrier ofY).

The functorπ2(X,Y) yields a function from 2the carrier of[:X,Y :] into 2the carrier ofY and is defined as
follows:

(Def. 8) π2(X,Y) = ◦π2((the carrier ofX)× the carrier ofY).

The following four propositions are true:

(56) LetA be a subset of[:X, Y :] andH be a family of subsets of[:X, Y :]. Suppose that for every
esuch thate∈ H holdse⊆ A and there exists a subsetX1 of X and there exists a subsetY1 of
Y such thate= [:X1, Y1 :]. Then[:

⋃
(π1(X,Y)◦H),

⋂
(π2(X,Y)◦H) :]⊆ A.

(57) Let H be a family of subsets of[:X, Y :] andC be a set. SupposeC ∈ π1(X,Y)◦H. Then
there exists a subsetD of [:X, Y :] such thatD ∈ H andC = π1((the carrier ofX)× the carrier
of Y)◦D.

(58) Let H be a family of subsets of[:X, Y :] andC be a set. SupposeC ∈ π2(X,Y)◦H. Then
there exists a subsetD of [:X, Y :] such thatD ∈ H andC = π2((the carrier ofX)× the carrier
of Y)◦D.

(59) LetD be a subset of[:X, Y :]. SupposeD is open. LetX1 be a subset ofX andY1 be a subset
of Y. Then

(i) if X1 = π1((the carrier ofX)× the carrier ofY)◦D, thenX1 is open, and

(ii) if Y1 = π2((the carrier ofX)× the carrier ofY)◦D, thenY1 is open.

Let X, Y be sets, letf be a function from 2X into 2Y, and letRbe a family of subsets ofX. Then
f ◦R is a family of subsets ofY.

Next we state several propositions:

(60) For every familyH of subsets of[:X, Y :] such thatH is open holdsπ1(X,Y)◦H is open and
π2(X,Y)◦H is open.

(61) For every familyH of subsets of[:X, Y :] such thatπ1(X,Y)◦H = /0 or π2(X,Y)◦H = /0 holds
H = /0.

(62) LetH be a family of subsets of[:X, Y :], X1 be a subset ofX, andY1 be a subset ofY such
thatH is a cover of[:X1, Y1 :]. Then

(i) if Y1 6= /0, thenπ1(X,Y)◦H is a cover ofX1, and

(ii) if X1 6= /0, thenπ2(X,Y)◦H is a cover ofY1.

(63) Let X, Y be topological spaces,H be a family of subsets ofX, andY be a subset ofX.
SupposeH is a cover ofY. Then there exists a familyF of subsets ofX such thatF ⊆ H and
F is a cover ofY and for every setC such thatC∈ F holdsC meetsY.
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(64) LetF be a family of subsets ofX andH be a family of subsets of[:X, Y :]. SupposeF is
finite andF ⊆ π1(X,Y)◦H. Then there exists a familyG of subsets of[:X, Y :] such thatG⊆H
andG is finite andF = π1(X,Y)◦G.

(65) For every subsetX1 of X and for every subsetY1 of Y such that[:X1, Y1 :] 6= /0 holds
π1(X,Y)([:X1, Y1 :]) = X1 andπ2(X,Y)([:X1, Y1 :]) = Y1.

(66) π1(X,Y)( /0) = /0 andπ2(X,Y)( /0) = /0.

(67) Lett be a point ofY andA be a subset ofX. SupposeA is compact. LetG be a neighbour-
hood of[:A, {t} :]. Then there exists a neighbourhoodV of A and there exists a neighbourhood
W of t such that[:V, W :]⊆G.

5. PARTITIONS OF TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

Let X be a 1-sorted structure. The trivial decomposition ofX yields a partition of the carrier ofX
and is defined by:

(Def. 9) The trivial decomposition ofX = Classes(idthe carrier ofX).

Let X be a non empty 1-sorted structure. One can verify that the trivial decomposition ofX is
non empty.

The following proposition is true

(68) For every subsetA of X such thatA∈ the trivial decomposition ofX there exists a pointx
of X such thatA = {x}.

Let X be a topological space and letD be a partition of the carrier ofX. The decomposition
space ofD yields a strict topological space and is defined by the conditions (Def. 10).

(Def. 10)(i) The carrier of the decomposition space ofD = D, and

(ii) the topology of the decomposition space ofD = {A;A ranges over subsets ofD:
⋃

A∈ the
topology ofX}.

Let X be a non empty topological space and letD be a non empty partition of the carrier ofX.
Note that the decomposition space ofD is non empty.

We now state the proposition

(69) LetD be a non empty partition of the carrier ofX andA be a subset ofD. Then
⋃

A∈ the
topology ofX if and only if A∈ the topology of the decomposition space ofD.

Let X be a non empty topological space and letD be a non empty partition of the carrier of
X. The projection ontoD yielding a continuous map fromX into the decomposition space ofD is
defined as follows:

(Def. 11) The projection ontoD = the projection ontoD.

One can prove the following propositions:

(70) For every non empty partitionD of the carrier ofX and for every pointW of X holds
W ∈ (the projection ontoD)(W).

(71) LetD be a non empty partition of the carrier ofX andW be a point of the decomposition
space ofD. Then there exists a pointW′ of X such that (the projection ontoD)(W′) = W.

(72) LetD be a non empty partition of the carrier ofX. Then rng(the projection ontoD) = the
carrier of the decomposition space ofD.

Let X4 be a non empty topological space, letX be a non empty subspace ofX4, and letD be a
non empty partition of the carrier ofX. The trivial extension ofD yielding a non empty partition of
the carrier ofX4 is defined as follows:
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(Def. 12) The trivial extension ofD = D∪{{p}; p ranges over points ofX4: p /∈ the carrier ofX}.

We now state several propositions:

(73) LetX4 be a non empty topological space,X be a non empty subspace ofX4, andD be a non
empty partition of the carrier ofX. ThenD⊆ the trivial extension ofD.

(74) Let X4 be a non empty topological space,X be a non empty subspace ofX4, D be a non
empty partition of the carrier ofX, andA be a subset ofX4. SupposeA∈ the trivial extension
of D. ThenA∈ D or there exists a pointx of X4 such thatx /∈ ΩX andA = {x}.

(75) Let X4 be a non empty topological space,X be a non empty subspace ofX4, D be a non
empty partition of the carrier ofX, andx be a point ofX4. If x /∈ the carrier ofX, then{x} ∈ the
trivial extension ofD.

(76) Let X4 be a non empty topological space,X be a non empty subspace ofX4, D be a non
empty partition of the carrier ofX, andW be a point ofX4. SupposeW ∈ the carrier ofX.
Then (the projection onto the trivial extension ofD)(W) = (the projection ontoD)(W).

(77) Let X4 be a non empty topological space,X be a non empty subspace ofX4, D be a non
empty partition of the carrier ofX, andW be a point ofX4. SupposeW /∈ the carrier ofX.
Then (the projection onto the trivial extension ofD)(W) = {W}.

(78) Let X4 be a non empty topological space,X be a non empty subspace ofX4, D be a non
empty partition of the carrier ofX, andW, W′ be points ofX4. Suppose that

(i) W /∈ the carrier ofX, and

(ii) (the projection onto the trivial extension ofD)(W) = (the projection onto the trivial exten-
sion ofD)(W′).

ThenW = W′.

(79) Let X4 be a non empty topological space,X be a non empty subspace ofX4, D be a non
empty partition of the carrier ofX, ande be a point ofX4. Suppose (the projection onto the
trivial extension ofD)(e) ∈ the carrier of the decomposition space ofD. Thene∈ the carrier
of X.

(80) Let X4 be a non empty topological space,X be a non empty subspace ofX4, D be a non
empty partition of the carrier ofX, and givene. Supposee∈ the carrier ofX. Then (the
projection onto the trivial extension ofD)(e) ∈ the carrier of the decomposition space ofD.

6. UPPERSEMICONTINUOUS DECOMPOSITIONS

Let X be a non empty topological space. A non empty partition of the carrier ofX is said to be an
upper semi-continuous decomposition ofX if it satisfies the condition (Def. 13).

(Def. 13) LetA be a subset ofX. SupposeA∈ it. Let V be a neighbourhood ofA. Then there exists
a subsetW of X such thatW is open andA⊆W andW ⊆V and for every subsetB of X such
thatB∈ it andB meetsW holdsB⊆W.

We now state two propositions:

(81) LetD be an upper semi-continuous decomposition ofX, t be a point of the decomposition
space ofD, andG be a neighbourhood of (the projection ontoD)−1({t}). Then (the projection
ontoD)◦G is a neighbourhood oft.

(82) The trivial decomposition ofX is an upper semi-continuous decomposition ofX.

Let X be a topological space and letI1 be a subspace ofX. We say thatI1 is closed if and only
if:

(Def. 14) For every subsetA of X such thatA = the carrier ofI1 holdsA is closed.
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Let X be a topological space. One can check that there exists a subspace ofX which is strict and
closed.

Let us considerX. Note that there exists a subspace ofX which is strict, closed, and non empty.
Let X4 be a non empty topological space, letX be a closed non empty subspace ofX4, and let

D be an upper semi-continuous decomposition ofX. Then the trivial extension ofD is an upper
semi-continuous decomposition ofX4.

Let X be a non empty topological space and letI1 be an upper semi-continuous decomposition
of X. We say thatI1 is upper semi-continuous decomposition-like if and only if:

(Def. 15) For every subsetA of X such thatA∈ I1 holdsA is compact.

Let X be a non empty topological space. Observe that there exists an upper semi-continuous
decomposition ofX which is upper semi-continuous decomposition-like.

Let X be a non empty topological space. An upper semi-continuous decomposition into com-
pacta ofX is an upper semi-continuous decomposition-like upper semi-continuous decomposition
of X.

Let X4 be a non empty topological space, letX be a closed non empty subspace ofX4, and letD
be an upper semi-continuous decomposition into compacta ofX. Then the trivial extension ofD is
an upper semi-continuous decomposition into compacta ofX4.

Let X be a non empty topological space, letY be a closed non empty subspace ofX, and letD
be an upper semi-continuous decomposition into compacta ofY. Then the decomposition space of
D is a strict closed subspace of the decomposition space of the trivial extension ofD.

7. BORSUK’ S THEOREMS ON THEDECOMPOSITION OFRETRACTS

The topological structureI is defined by the condition (Def. 16).

(Def. 16) LetP be a subset of (the metric space of real numbers)top. If P= [0,1], thenI = (the metric
space of real numbers)top�P.

One can verify thatI is strict, non empty, and topological space-like.
Next we state the proposition

(83) The carrier ofI = [0,1].

The point 0I of I is defined by:

(Def. 17) 0I = 0.

The point 1I of I is defined by:

(Def. 18) 1I = 1.

Let A be a non empty topological space, letB be a non empty subspace ofA, and letF be a map
from A into B. We say thatF is a retraction if and only if:

(Def. 19) For every pointW of A such thatW ∈ the carrier ofB holdsF(W) = W.

We introduceF is a retraction as a synonym ofF is a retraction.
Let X be a non empty topological space and letY be a non empty subspace ofX. We say thatY

is a retract ofX if and only if:

(Def. 20) There exists a continuous map fromX into Y which is a retraction.

We say thatY is a strong deformation retract ofX if and only if the condition (Def. 21) is satisfied.

(Def. 21) There exists a continuous mapH from [:X, I :] into X such that for every pointA of X holds

H(〈〈A, 0I〉〉) = A andH(〈〈A, 1I〉〉) ∈ the carrier ofY and if A∈ the carrier ofY, then for every
pointT of I holdsH(〈〈A, T〉〉) = A.

The following propositions are true:
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(84) LetX4 be a non empty topological space,X be a closed non empty subspace ofX4, andD
be an upper semi-continuous decomposition into compacta ofX. SupposeX is a retract of
X4. Then the decomposition space ofD is a retract of the decomposition space of the trivial
extension ofD.

(85) Let X4 be a non empty topological space,X be a closed non empty subspace ofX4, and
D be an upper semi-continuous decomposition into compacta ofX. SupposeX is a strong
deformation retract ofX4. Then the decomposition space ofD is a strong deformation retract
of the decomposition space of the trivial extension ofD.
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